
  

An Earthquake is shaking or trembling of the earth's surface.                                 Earthquake propagates different  seismic waves or earthquake waves basically two type 

  An earthquake is a type of endogenic process.                                                               1- Body wave- generated due to the release of energy at the focus and move in all directions,                                  

    The point within the earth's where an earthquake originates is                                        travelling through the body of earth, travel only through the interior of the earth  

        called as the focus or the hypocenter & the point above the                                                                                 two types of Body wave- Primary wave and Secondary wave. 

            focus on earth surface known as Epicenter.                                                               2- Surface wave - the body wave interact with surface rock , a new set of waves is generated 

            All natural earthquake takes place in lithosphere. is called as Surface wave, this wave considered to be the most dangerous wave 

 two type - love wave and Rayleigh wave 

 

 

 

 

  

 

       It is caused due to the tectonic movement  of the earth                                                              Tectonic earthquakes- caused by the movement of loose fragmented pieces of land  

     It caused by other natural reason like volcanic eruption, Faulting                                                                          on earth's crust known as tectonic plate, it is most common type  

      and folding, unwrapping and downwarping, gaseous expansion                                        volcanic earthquake- these earthquake happen before or after the eruption of a volcano 

                            and contraction inside the earth, landslide                                                                    these are confined to area of active volcanoes  

It also caused by man-made reason like deep undergrounding                                          Collapse earthquake- In the areas of intense mining activities, sometimes the roofs of  

   mining, nuclear explosion, hydrostatic pressure of manmade                                                     underground  mines collapse causing minor tremors  

       water bodies like reservoirs and lake.                                                                   Explosion earthquake- ground shaking may occurdue to explosion of chemical or nuclear devices   

                                                                                                                                    Reservoir-induced earthquake- occur in the area of large reservoir.  
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The earthquake events are scaled either according to the magnitude or                               The occurrence of an earthquake is a phenomena of almost every part of world 

                                                         intensity of the shock.                                                                     The world's greatest earthquake belt, the circum-pacific seismic belt is found along    

   Richter scale -  The magnitude scale is known as the Richter scale, magnitude                                  the rim of the pacific ocean, where about 68% of earthquake occur 

       relates to the energy released during quake , expressed in absolute number 0-10.                      Mid-world Mountain belt extended from the Alps with their extension into  

   Mercalli scale - Intensity scale is known as the Mercalli scale, intensity scale takes                               Mediterranean, the Caucasus, and the Himalayan region to Indonesia   

      into amount the visible damage caused by events, range is from 1-12.                                                      Alpide earthquake belt ( mid continental belt) extended from Java to                               

 Sumatra through the Himalayas, the Mediterranean and   

  out into the Atlantic. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

     Damage of property  

                       India is one of the highly earthquake affected countries because                                                                 Loss of lives  

                     of the presence of technically active young fold mountains - Himalaya                                                     Tsunamis and Flood  

           India has divided into four seismic zone, Zone II, zone III, zone IV, zone V                                                     Changes in river course  

              based on scientific inputs relating to seismicity, earthquakes occurred in the                                      Landslides and Avalanches  

                   past and tectonic setup of the region.  
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